Myofibril elasticity, critical to muscle function, is dictated by the intrasarcomeric filament titin, which acts as a molecular spring. To date, the molecular events underlying the mechanics of the folded titin chain remain largely unknown. We have elucidated the crystal structure of the 6-Ig fragment I65-I70 from the elastic I-band fraction of titin and validated its conformation in solution using small angle x-ray scattering. The long-range properties of the chain have been visualized by electron microscopy on a 19-Ig fragment and modeled for the full skeletal tandem. Results show that conserved Ig-Ig transition motifs generate high-order in the structure of the filament, where conformationally stiff segments interspersed with pliant hinges form a regular pattern of dynamic super-motifs leading to segmental flexibility in the chain. Pliant hinges support molecular shape rearrangements that dominate chain behavior at moderate stretch, whereas stiffer segments predictably oppose high stretch forces upon full chain extension. There, librational entropy can be expected to act as an energy barrier to prevent Ig unfolding while, instead, triggering the unraveling of flanking springs formed by proline, glutamate, valine, and lysine (PEVK) sequences. We propose a mechanistic model based on freely jointed rigid segments that rationalizes the response to stretch of titin Ig-tandems according to molecular features. electron microscopy ͉ poly-Ig tandem structure ͉ small angle x-ray scattering ͉ titin elasticity ͉ x-ray crystallography T he striated muscle of vertebrate is characterized by a striking elasticity that allows it to store mechanical energy and stretch over twice its resting length without disrupting its structural integrity. At physiological amounts of stretch, most of the elastic response of the myofibril is generated by the intrasarcomeric titin filament (Ϸ3.2 MDa, Ͼ1-m length). This protein functions as a bidirectional spring that stretches and recoils during muscle function to return the myofibril to its resting length (1). The spring components of titin are located in its I-band fraction, which forms an elastic connection between the ends of the thick filaments and the Z-disk. Titin contains two main elastic components, a prolinerich PEVK (proline, glutamate, valine, and lysine) segment of up to 2,200 residues length and a poly-Ig array formed by up to 95 modules (2). Both segments straighten upon myofibril stretch developing a passive entropic tension in the sarcomere. Poly-Ig arrays extend at low force whereas PEVK-repeats unravel at higher load, with the combined action of both springs defining the mechanical stiffness of the sarcomere (1, 3) . The importance of stretch-recoil control in muscle function is emphasized by the finely tuned composition of both poly-Ig and PEVK segments in titin, which through splicing undergo an extensive adaptation to the different physiological and pathological states of muscle.
Myofibril elasticity, critical to muscle function, is dictated by the intrasarcomeric filament titin, which acts as a molecular spring. To date, the molecular events underlying the mechanics of the folded titin chain remain largely unknown. We have elucidated the crystal structure of the 6-Ig fragment I65-I70 from the elastic I-band fraction of titin and validated its conformation in solution using small angle x-ray scattering. The long-range properties of the chain have been visualized by electron microscopy on a 19-Ig fragment and modeled for the full skeletal tandem. Results show that conserved Ig-Ig transition motifs generate high-order in the structure of the filament, where conformationally stiff segments interspersed with pliant hinges form a regular pattern of dynamic super-motifs leading to segmental flexibility in the chain. Pliant hinges support molecular shape rearrangements that dominate chain behavior at moderate stretch, whereas stiffer segments predictably oppose high stretch forces upon full chain extension. There, librational entropy can be expected to act as an energy barrier to prevent Ig unfolding while, instead, triggering the unraveling of flanking springs formed by proline, glutamate, valine, and lysine (PEVK) sequences. We propose a mechanistic model based on freely jointed rigid segments that rationalizes the response to stretch of titin Ig-tandems according to molecular features. electron microscopy ͉ poly-Ig tandem structure ͉ small angle x-ray scattering ͉ titin elasticity ͉ x-ray crystallography T he striated muscle of vertebrate is characterized by a striking elasticity that allows it to store mechanical energy and stretch over twice its resting length without disrupting its structural integrity. At physiological amounts of stretch, most of the elastic response of the myofibril is generated by the intrasarcomeric titin filament (Ϸ3.2 MDa, Ͼ1-m length). This protein functions as a bidirectional spring that stretches and recoils during muscle function to return the myofibril to its resting length (1) . The spring components of titin are located in its I-band fraction, which forms an elastic connection between the ends of the thick filaments and the Z-disk. Titin contains two main elastic components, a prolinerich PEVK (proline, glutamate, valine, and lysine) segment of up to 2,200 residues length and a poly-Ig array formed by up to 95 modules (2) . Both segments straighten upon myofibril stretch developing a passive entropic tension in the sarcomere. Poly-Ig arrays extend at low force whereas PEVK-repeats unravel at higher load, with the combined action of both springs defining the mechanical stiffness of the sarcomere (1, 3) . The importance of stretch-recoil control in muscle function is emphasized by the finely tuned composition of both poly-Ig and PEVK segments in titin, which through splicing undergo an extensive adaptation to the different physiological and pathological states of muscle.
The molecular basis of titin chain elasticity is currently unknown. The response to stretch of its I-band components, particularly poly-Ig arrays, has been extensively studied using nanotools and molecular simulations (refs. 1 and 4 and references within). These methodologies finger-print unfolding phenotypes determined by the secondary structure elements of the Ig fold (i.e., analyze events at the module level) but do not report on the behavior of the chain. Because domain unfolding is unlikely to drive titin elasticity at physiological loads (3, 5) , elucidating the structure and dynamics of the titin chain (at a level higher than the Ig module) is crucial to establish its mechanistic principles. To date, atomic models of domain tandems from titin have been scarce and limited to the N-terminal Ig-doublet Z1Z2 (6, 7) part of the Z-disk, and A168-A170 (8) (subfragment in 9) located at the M-line near the C terminus of the filament. These tandems act as docking sites for sarcomeric binding partners and do not relate to I-band elasticity. In the current study, we report atomic models of poly-Ig tandems from the spring region of titin that can aid to elucidate the mechanistic principles of sarcomere elasticity.
Results

Atomic Structures of Poly-Ig Tandems from I-Band Titin.
We have elucidated the crystal structure of a six-Ig fragment, I65-I70, from the skeletal I-band of soleus titin at 3.3-Å resolution [ Fig. 1A and supporting information (SI) Movie 1]. X-ray data statistics and model parameters are given in Table 1 . Its modules belong to the ''N-conserved'' I-type of Ig folds (10), share a pairwise sequence identity of Ϸ35% and a high structural similarity [average rmsd 1.2 Ϯ 0.1 Å for main chain atoms, calculated by using SPDBV (11) ]. They are serially connected by linkers of diverse sequence composition and 0-to 3-residue length ( Table 2 ). I65-I70 adopts a semiextended arrangement (Ϸ21-nm end-to-end distance corresponding to Ϸ28-nm contour length) in L-shaped conformation, where the four C-terminal Ig lie almost perfectly coaxial, forming a straight section, and the N-terminal I65-I66 domains are bent away from the molecular axis, resulting in a frontal curvature of 114°(angle defined by the centers-of-mass of I65-I66-I67). Whereas domains in the linear fraction are joined tightly, the N-terminal Ig causing chain bending house longer three-residue linkers ( Table 2 ). The long-range conformational definition of I65-I70 is unexpected because its contour length (Ϸ28 nm) is about three times the persistence length estimated for this region of titin (Ϸ9 nm) (12) .
The Ig domains in I65-I70 are finely ordered, showing regular intermodular spacings, hinge openings, and torsional angles ( Table  2 ). The torsional pattern is particularly striking. The C-terminal modules I67-I70, joined by tight linkers, display relative torsions of Ϸ180°that result in an up-and-down domain alternation along the chain and give a straight appearance to this segment. In contrast, domains I65 and I66, connected by longer linkers to their successor Ig, consistently exhibit an Ϸ90°torsion that deviates the filament path from linearity. This regularity in modular parameters indicates the existence of an architectural order in the fine structure of the titin filament.
Conservation of Intermodular Transition Motifs.
The I-band of skeletal-muscle titin (X90569) contains 52 specific Ig connected by either a tight linker or a three-residue hydrophilic sequence (Fig. 1B) . The model of I65-I70 includes representatives of both types of domain interfaces, revealing the molecular principles of Ig arraying in the complete I-band tandem. The structure of I65-I70, however, was affected by partial crystallographic disorder in its I68-I69 subsection; thus, to analyze this region reliably, we elucidated independently the crystal structure of the three-Ig subfragment I67-I69 at 1.6-Å resolution ( Table 1) . Even though crystallization media and lattice parameters were unrelated, the conformation of I67-I69 agreed excellently with that of the equivalent fraction of I65-I70 (Table 2) , confirming the well defined architecture of the tandem. In this array, tight modular transitions are mediated by a highly conserved EPP sequence motif N-terminal to each Ig domain (Figs. 1B and 2A). This motif packs against the groove formed by ␤-hairpin FG and the BC loop, which clap onto it via conserved N and S/T residues, respectively (Figs. 1 A and 2D). In these tight connections, the regular torsional alternation of domains appears due to a combination of favorable steric orientation and interactions of the last residue of Ig i , often a lysine, with the moderately variable positions of the NxxG motif of ␤-hairpin FG in Ig iϩ1 . The latter commonly contributes a small hydrophobic residue as well as an acidic group that leads to a salt bridge formation across domains ( Fig. 2D ). Tight Ig connections effectively result in a zero-length linker that can be predicted to sterically oppose the sharp bending and kinking of the titin chain. Longer linker sequences, as those in I65-I66-I67, can be regarded as structural variants of the tight connections, where a three-residue insertion of variable sequence has occurred at E◊PP. The interactions of the PP motif with the FG and BC loops at Ig iϩ1 are maintained, but the inserted residues as well as the conserved E group are now free from interactions ( Fig. 2C ). No direct Ig-Ig contacts are observed. Thus, long linkers could be expected to allow modular motions of large amplitude, probably acting as effective hinges in the chain. The Ig-doublet Z1Z2 from titin, which has been characterized recently through experiment (6) and simulation (13), contains a three-residue linker related to those of I65-I66-I67 (Table 2) . At equilibrium in solution, the conformation of Z1Z2 is not random but it adopts a preferential, metastable semiextended state that resembles that of I65-I66 and I66-I67 in this study (Table  2) . Nevertheless, its domain arrangement was shown to be adaptable, ranging from fully extended to compact ''V''-shapes. It is conceivable that the conformational dynamics of long-linkers from I-band titin might approximate that of Z1Z2, thus introducing conformational freedom in the filament and permitting the pronounced bending of the chain at those points.
The conservation of EPP residues as Ig-Ig transition motifs is striking (Fig. 1B) . To investigate the role of these residues in tandem conformation, the mutated variants I67-I69 E93A and I67-I69 P94A/ P95I were studied using x-ray crystallography and EM, respectively (SI Text). This analysis revealed that, whereas the conserved glutamate is dispensable and does not influence significantly interdomain arrangement, the proline doublet is central to tandem architecture. The fact that variant I67-I69 P94A/P95I had its solubility severely compromised and resulted in fibril formation (SI Fig. 5 ) indicated that the N-terminal PP motif acts as a gatekeeper of the Ig fold. It probably ensures the structural integrity of the tandem through stacking interactions that prevent fraying of ␤-strand A at domain interfaces.
Solution Structure of I65-I70 and Its Subfragments I67-I69 and I66 -I69. Given the potential flexibility of filamentous poly-Ig arrays and to ensure that crystalline conformations were not fortuitous, we investigated the structure of I65-I70 and its three-and four-Ig subfragments I67-I69 and I66-I69 in solution using small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). Experimental scattering patterns are shown in Fig. 3 , and calculated parameters are given in Table 3 . A comparison of R g and D max values with those calculated from theoretical linear models indicated that I67-I69 and I66-I69 are nearly linear in solution, whereas I65-I70 must be somewhat bent. Further, SAXS models of I65-I70 that were independently constructed ab initio using rigid-body refinement of six individual Ig by simultaneous fitting to scattering data from I65-I70, I67-I69, and I66-I69, were in remarkably good agreement with the crystal structure of I65-I70 (Table 3 Inset). Calculations on I67-I69 and I66-I69 yielded nearly linear models. Accordingly, the scattering patterns computed from the crystal structures agreed well with the experimental data ( Fig. 3 and Table 3 ). These results suggest that the crystalline conformation of I65-I70 (and its subsections) is a good representative of this tandem in solution. *Linker is defined as those residues whose main chain is free from interactions. Residues within Ig domains are in bold. Domain boundaries are indicated by a hyphen. The conserved Ig-Ig transition pattern of skeletal I-band domains is boxed. The rabbit (but not human) sequence of I69 -I70 hosts a natural E-to-A mutation at this point. † Angle definition as in ref. 6 . ‡ Angle definition as in ref. 6 . § Distance between the centers of mass of individual domains. ¶ Subscripts 6IG and 3IG refer to the crystal structure of I65-I70 and I67-I69, respectively. ʈ Domain arrangement of Z1Z2 in solution as calculated from SAXS data and NMR residual dipolar couplings (6) . It should be noted that Ig-doublets containing long linkers exhibit similar opening and torsion angles but differ in their swing angle.
In addition, we estimated the modular flexibility of these fragments by analyzing their apparent volume as a hydrated particle, V p . For globular proteins, V p in Å 3 is Ϸ1.5-2 times the molecular mass (MM) in Da, but this ratio will noticeably exceed 2 if proteins adopt multiple conformations in solution (14) . V p values for all poly-Ig fragments in this study were 1.6-1.9 times their MM (Table 3) , pointing to a restricted conformational variability in solution. This conclusion is in excellent agreement with a previous study of I65-I70 that, based on a distribution of end-to-end molecular distances measured in a sample population using EM, concluded that this tandem is a relatively stiff formation (10) . Furthermore, the study estimated the average opening angle between any two consecutive Ig to be Ϸ143°, in close agreement with the average value of 146°in the current crystallographic model ( Table 2) . Taken together, SAXS and EM data suggest that the overall modular flexibility of I65-I70 is limited and that its conformation in solution closely resembles that of the crystal structure.
Model of the I-Band
Tandem of Skeletal Titin. The skeletal I-band of titin is arranged into domain super-repeats consisting of 6 or 10 Ig (15, 16) (Fig. 1B) . The structure of I65-I70 (and its subfragment I67-I69) provide atomic data for representative domain and linker types of this section of titin and allow estimating the structural dynamics of the complete skeletal Ig-array. A constructed model suggests the presence of a supra-order in titin that results from a succession of modules joined through tight connections, interrupted at regular intervals by interspersed long linkers that alter the smooth ''linearity'' of the chain and lead to the formation of dynamic segmental units in the filament (Fig. 1C) . Modules tightly connected are likely to be conformationally restrained, whereas Ig pairs joined by longer linkers can be expected to allow long-range intermodular motions and, thus, the bending of the chain. This conclusion is supported by EM images of a recombinant 19-Ig fragment, I39-I57, comprising three I-band super-repeats ( Fig.  1E ). Although all linkers might have a certain flexibility, images suggest that the shorter connections allow only moderate deformations whereas long linkers permit acute bending. This points to the existence of an architectural and dynamic supra-pattern in the filament caused by a regularity of molecular features. Speculatively, the inferred filament pattern might correspond to the observation of local pseudohelical substructure in EM (17) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (18) studies of full-length titin molecules.
Segmental Flexibility as Mechanism of Titin Chain Elasticity.
These findings suggest that the elasticity of the skeletal I-band tandem is mediated by a regular pattern of domain pairs with two different bending stiffnesses, namely pairs that resist bending and have a tendency to retain an extended conformation and pairs that permit complex interdomain motions of large amplitude as observed in the doublet Z1Z2 (6) . The stretch and recoil of the titin chain could then be expected to first induce conformational changes in the long permissive linkers, likely to act as weak ''flexor'' points. The deformation of these few points in the filament would be sufficient to achieve a complete extension of the chain (Fig. 1D ). This implies that the entropic properties of titin poly-Ig are not homogeneous but that a regular distribution of variably entropic points exists along the filament resulting in a segmental distribution. We term this concept of dynamic super-repeats, where relatively rigid segments are intercalated with pliant connectors, the ''carpenter ruler'' model of titin elasticity. Based on this concept, the elasticity of this poly-Ig tandem should be expressed in terms of a discrete formalism where the chain is represented by freely jointed rigid-segments (FJC) and not through continuous models such as the worm-like chain (WLC) form currently applied to this system (e.g., refs. 3 and 18-20) that assumes a smoothly flexible chain of random conformation and homogeneous composition. According to the segmental FJC model, the skeletal poly-Ig tandem of titin (comprising 52 Ig) can be described as containing 15 segments. On average, each segment consists of 3.5 Ig domains of 4.5-nm length each, resulting in an average segment length of Ϸ15.6 nm. For an FJC, the mean square end-to-end distance ͗R 2 ͘ FJC is defined as ͗R 2 ͘ FJC ϭ n⅐l 2 , where n is the number of bonds (i.e., segments) and l is the average bond length (21) . For this tandem (n ϭ 15, l ϭ 15.6 nm), ͗R 2 ͘ FJC ϭ 3,650 nm 2 . This value allows now calculating the persistence length of a WLC with a contour length L of 52⅐4.5 ϭ 234 nm. For a WLC in 3D equilibrium, ͗R 2 ͘, L and are related by ͗R 2 ͘ WLC ϭ 2L[1 Ϫ (/L)(1 Ϫ e ϪL/ )] (21) . The persistence length so estimated is 8 nm, which is in excellent agreement with experimental values for this section of titin (Ϸ9 nm) (12) . Thus, our model, which now incorporates primary molecular information, explains overall statistical parameters currently available for the titin chain. It also shows that a chain can have fairly long stiff segments and be highly flexible as long as large freedom of motion is possible at discrete points. This conclusion emphasizes the fact that great care must be taken when attempting to interpret statistical concepts of polymer dynamics in terms of structural features of a chain.
Mechanistically, it could be speculated that the dominant role of pliant linkers is to permit the molecular shape variations that take place in the filament at moderate stretch (this being the regime where the end-to-end chain distance is much smaller than the contour length of the folded tandem). Thus, they primarily contribute conformational entropy to the system. Compared with the commonly used WLC model, which overestimates molecular shape contribution by assuming a continuous chain bending where entropic force arises from a narrowing in the distribution of end-toend distances upon extension, our model has fewer accessible conformations and favors a lower conformational entropic component. In contrast, the stiffer segments seem to permit only minor molecular shape rearrangements. However, their mechanical contribution might be essential in resisting high forces that develop at a late stretch stage when the chain is fully extended. Considering that these segments must undergo thermal fluctuations of a certain amplitude and frequency (libration), additional stretch upon full chain extension would lead to a damping of the amplitude of the libration [as proposed for elastin (22) ]. Here, librational entropy would oppose the over-stretch of the poly-Ig chain, acting as an energy barrier that protects it from domain unfolding by triggering, instead, the unraveling of the more compliant PEVK sequences in neighboring springs. As a result, the interplay of poly-Ig and PEVK serial springs causes a nonlinear response to stretch that defines the mechanical properties of titin (3, 5) .
Discussion
The molecular events underlying titin mechanics remain largely unknown. Whereas techniques such as AFM have amply reported on the unfolding of secondary structure elements in its Ig domains, these data do not enlighten us on the primary mechanism of titin elasticity in vivo that resides on the properties of its folded chain. Fig. 3 . Scattering patterns of I65-I70, I67-I69, and I66 -I69. Experimental scattering is displayed as dots with error bars. Patterns computed from linear, rigidbody, and crystallographic models are blue, red, and green, respectively. For better visualization, patterns are displaced along the logarithmic intensity scale. Patterns 1, 2, and 3 correspond to I67-I69, I66 -I69, and I65-I70, respectively. MM, Rg, Dmax, and Vp denote molecular mass, radius of gyration, maximum dimension, and hydrated volume, respectively. Superscript ЉexpЉ refers to experimental values. The rest are calculated from models where ЉlinearЉ indicates a poly-Ig model with a linear domain arrangement, ЉRBЉ corresponds to a model obtained by rigid body refinement against SAXS data, and ЉXtalЉ refers to crystallographic models. I66 -I69 and I67-I69 are fractions extracted from the crystal structure of I65-I70. is the discrepancy between the experimental pattern and that computed from the model. D max values calculated from models include a 6-Å correction to account for molecular hydration. V p, the apparent volume of a hydrated particle, reports on the modular flexibility of the samples. For rigid proteins, V p is Ϸ1.5-2 times the molecular mass (MM) in Da, whereas this ratio notably exceeds 2 in samples with multiple conformational states in solution. (Inset) Crystal structure of I65-I70 (Upper) and SAXS-derived model obtained by rigid-body refinement (Lower).
Table 3. Conformation of I65-I70 (and subfragments) in solution by SAXS analysis
Given that the structure of this filament is poorly understood, its mechanics have remained described in terms of a firstapproximation statistical model of polymer entropy, the WLC model, which considers titin as a continuous chain of random conformation and homogeneous composition. Although concerns about this model were echoed at an early stage (23), no alternative mechanistic principle has been proposed so far. Based on atomic structures, SAXS, and EM data of poly-Ig components from the I-band of titin, we now propose a model of poly-Ig elasticity based on a discrete organization of the chain into finely structured super-motifs displaying a segmental dynamics. Structural data indicate that the entropic properties of these tandems are not homogeneous, but that variably entropic points exist along the filament. We identify the location of flexible points in the chain and model them within the context of the full skeletal I-band tandem. This mechanical model, here termed ''carpenter-ruler,'' is based on freely jointed rigid segments of variable segment length. The model allows calculating the physical properties of this spring and offers great promise for the future study, rationalization, and modeling of the stretch-response phenotype of skeletal myofibrils.
Experimental Procedures
Cloning. Domains I65-I70 (amino acids 7946 -8511), I67-I69 (amino acids 8137-8417), and I66 -I69 (amino acids 8137-8511) from rabbit soleus titin, and I39 -I57 (amino acids 5498 -7287) from the human variant (X90569) were cloned independently into pET-M11 (EMBL collection), containing a His6-tag and a TEV protease cleavage site before the target gene. The mutated variant I67-I69 P94A/ P95I was generated using the QuikChange method (Stratagene).
Protein Production. Expression was in Escherichia coli Rosetta (DE3) grown in LB medium supplemented with 34 g/ml chloramphenicol and 25 g/ml kanamycin up to an OD600 of 0.6 at 30°C. Induction used 1 mM isopropyl ␤-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), and growth was continued at 20°C overnight. Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 50 mM Tris⅐HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl and sonicated in the presence of lysozyme, DNase, and a protease inhibitor mixture (Roche Diagnostics). The homogenate was applied to a HiTrap column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in lysis buffer. Tag removal was by incubation with TEV protease overnight at 4°C in dialysis against 50 mM Tris⅐HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. Subtractive purification of the protease (His6-tagged) was carried out on a further chelating step. The eluted protein was purified to homogeneity by ion exchange chromatography using a Resource Q column and gel filtration on a Superdex 200 HiLoad 16/60 column (both from GE Healthcare) in 50 mM Tris⅐HCl (pH 7.5). Samples were then concentrated and stored at 4°C. Tags were removed in samples used in crystallization. Samples used in SAXS and I39 -I57 retained the tag and were not incubated with protease.
Crystal Structure Elucidation of I65-I70. Crystals grew as large hexagonal obelisks from 2 M NaCl, 100 mM sodium acetate (pH 4.9 -5.1), and 3-5% (vol/vol) glycerol or NDSB-201 using a hanging drop setting at protein concentrations of 10 -20 mg/ml. Cryoprotection for data collection used 20% (vol/vol) glycerol as supplement. Data processing used XDS/XSCALE (24) (statistics are listed in Table 1 ). Phasing by molecular replacement failed. Experimental phasing used MIRAS on CH3HgCl, Ta6Br12, and Se-Met derivatized crystals (SI Table 5 ). Heavy atom sites were identified with CNS (25) , and phases were calculated in SHARP (26) . The positions of Se-Met and Hg scatterers (the latter predictably vicinal to Cys residues) were used as sequence markers for the recognition and positioning of individual Ig during model building. Manual model building was in O (27) . Initial refinement used CNS (25) and applied bulk solvent correction, overall anisotropic B-factor, grouped isotropic B-factor, and energy minimization. At a later stage, once the high-resolution structure of I67-I69 became available, its individual domains were used to replace equivalent Ig in I65-I70 on a final series of refinement that used TLS and B-group refinement in PHENIX (28) . Model parameters are given in Table 1 .
Crystal Structure Elucidation of I67-I69. Crystals of I67-I69 grew as thin plates (Ϸ20 m in thickness) from 0.2 M ammonium acetate, 0.1 M sodium acetate (pH 4.6), and 30% (wt/vol) PEG-4000 in hanging-drops. For data collection, crystals were shock-frozen at 100 K in solutions supplemented with 20% (vol/vol) glycerol. Data processing used XDS (24) . Phasing was by molecular replacement in Phaser (29) , using a model derived from telokin (PDB code 1FHG) as search model, accounting for 1/3 of the asymmetric unit and with 28% average sequence identity to the target domains. Phase improvement used ARP/wARP (30) , and model building was in O (27) . Model refinement used Refmac5 (31) . Data and model statistics are given in Table 1 .
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering. Synchrotron SAXS data from I65-I70, I67-I69, and I66 -I69 were collected at X33 (DESY, Hamburg, Germany) using a linear gas detector and a MAR Image plate. All samples were measured at least at three concentrations (1.0 -20.0 mg/ml) in the range of momentum transfer 0.01 Ͻ s Ͻ 0.35 Å Ϫ1 (s ϭ 4 sin/, where the wavelength is 1.5 Å and 2 is the scattering angle). Radiation damage, monitored by repetitive 1-or 2-min exposures of the sample, was not detected. Data were processed using PRIMUS (32) and GNOM (33) . Standard procedures were applied to the computation of the forward scattering I(0), radius of gyration Rg, maximum dimension Dmax, and the hydrated volume Vp. The molecular mass of the solutes was evaluated by comparison with reference solutions of BSA.
The scattering amplitudes of individual Ig domains and the intensities of I65-I70, I67-I69, and I66 -I69 were calculated from atomic coordinates using CRYSOL (34) . SASREF (35) was used to determine the conformation of I65-I70 in solution through rigid body refinement, which assembled individual Ig while maintaining chain connectivity and avoiding steric clashes. Starting from random arrangements, SASREF used simulated annealing to simultaneously fit the three experimental patterns by minimizing the overall discrepancy 2 tot ϭ 2 I65-I70 ϩ 2 I66 -I69 ϩ 2 I67-I69 (definition of 2 as in ref. 35 ).
Electron Microscopy. Aliquots (5 l) of protein samples were adsorbed (1 min) onto glow-discharged carbon-coated copper grids and negatively stained with 2% (wt/vol) uranyl acetate. Alternatively, aliquots (20 l) of protein samples at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml were glycerol-sprayed and rotary shadowed according to standard procedures (36) . Visualization used a Hitachi H-7000 transmission electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).
